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In French Patent Ser. No. 830,327 a combina 
tion lock is described (especially applicable'as a 
door-lock for vehicles) which is operated" by‘ 
means of a key carrying a plurality of pins which 
are individually adjustable as to their heights and 
which, when introduced into bores or guide 
sleeves in the lock, will cause slots or notches pro 
vided at the ends of tumblers slidably. received 
in said guide-sleeves to come into alignment; such~ 
alignment ?rst allowing'the swivelling of‘a fence 
to actuate the lock bolt. 
The present invention has for its objectim 

provements in locks of this, type for the purpose 
of extendiriCr its application to pieces of'furniture,. b . 

doors, etc. 
According to a ?rst feature of the invention the 

slotsv or notches are provided at theperipheries 
of combination cams of discs which are actuated 
by the tumblers through the medium either of 
links or racks or gear wheels. 
The slots or notchesare variously located‘ at 

the peripheries of the several combination discs 
and in such manner that the slots or notches in 
the various discs will be brought into alignment 
with one another by unequal displacements of‘ 
the related tumblers, the height of the project‘ 
ing portion of each pin being proportional to. the 
travel of the corresponding tumbler. 

In. one particular embodiment a swingable 
fence is adapted‘ to engage the slots or notches 
in" the combination discs after the same- have 
been brought into alignment, said fence subse 
quently causing a latch to rock clear of thelock 
bolt. 
The lock in the unlatched condition can be ro 

tated to the extent of a de?nite angl'eior. the. 
actuation of’ the bolt either'by means‘ of' a fork 
or preferably by means of gear wheels,.in which 
case' the teeth are brought into engagement upon 
a slight axial displacement of the lockasa. unit. 

In- a. modi?ed embodiment the locleunlatching» 
means may consist of a- ?xed fence whereby a 
definite inward movement of the lock isonly pos 
sible when the alignment of theslotsin the com 
bination discs is obtained, said inward move 
ment resulting in- the engagement of . the- teeth 
for the actuation of the bolt‘ (spur wheel andring, 
or rack-and-pinion, or equivalent arrangement). 
The members (links or racks'depending on the‘ 

design) which‘ provide for the'connection between. 
the tumblers and the combination discs can‘ be 
made to act upon members angularly adjustable 
with respect, to said discs instead of directly ac 
tuating the latter or gear wheels rigid therewith, 
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2 
which makes it ‘possible to ‘alter: the ‘ combination: 
of'eacli disc: 
In onev particular embodimenuthe connecting) 

links are pivoted‘ to a‘ hub onv which .eachLcOmbi-P 
nation disc hasatight ?t: ' ' 

In another’ embodiment, the rack rigid with 
each. tumbler mesheswith a. pinion carrying a 
spider whose spring arms arepressed'against the ' 
combination disc to which movement is imparted‘ 
by the engagement of'projections'on said arms 
into ‘depressions or note-hes in thedisc. ' 
The casing in which the barrel, thev tumblers 

and the combination discs are housed and which: 
can be ,moved inwardly to'set the bolt-actuating 
teeth: into engagement can be latched‘ in‘ either 
its protracted or its retracted position with the 
aid‘of a latch projecting through either hole/of 
a pair drilled in the casing, so that the lock, can 
be madeinoperable even by somebody possessing 
the right key, while the latching in the protracted 
position allows the combination to be‘altered at 
will by adapting the position of the notches in 
the" discs to'theadjustablee?ective height of the 
pins' on the‘key. ' 

Theback'drum of the lock which provides the 
bolt-actuating‘ pinion can be operated from‘ the 
insideby means of a' knob; 

Thel'o'ck is provided at the outer'side'thereof' 
with‘ a keeper‘ plate having a pair of notches cut, 
therein" which, in combination with a pair- of - 
shoulders; on the-key; body, provide a‘ bayonet 
coupling by which the'key is‘retained onceit has‘ 
been engaged; which relieves‘the‘userfromthe: 
necessity, of‘maintaining his'pressure for'the’op 
eration’of' the lock. 
Further details-of the invention will be more? 

speci?cally‘pointed out in the following descrip 
tion taken in connection with the appended 
drawing in which several. embodiments of vvthis 
invention are illustrated, for- merely'indicative 
purpose, as follows: ' 

Figure 1 shows a fundamental-formvof‘the'lock. ' 
and' the key therefor, the lock being shown‘ in’ 
sectionalview taken on line I—I in‘ Fig; 3; 
Figure 2 is a side sectional view taken:on:line\ 

II-—II in Fig. l; _ . ' ' 

FigureB isa rear View showing, a speci?crbolte 
actuatingjmeansz ; ‘ 

Eigureilrii‘s-a fundamental view of a modi?ca 
tioncf; the lock- in.which the fence isst‘ationary‘ 
andithe lock can be movedlinwardly as a whole; I 
Figure 5‘ is ‘a perspective view of-' an improved; 

embodiment proceeding‘from the‘ one just men; 
' tioned ; 
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Figure 6 is a detail view showing the connec 
tion of the links; ' 

Figure 7 illustrates another modi?cation in sec 
tional view taken on line VII—VII in Fig. 8; 

Figure 8 is a sectional view taken on line VIII 
VIII in Fig. '7 ; _ 
Figure ,9 illustrates an angularly adjustable 

connection between the tumblers and the com 
bination discs; 

‘ Figure 10 illustrates the lock with removed cap 
and bolt; 

Figure 11 shows the bolt-actuating drum. 
The key l carries in known manner pins 2 

whose effective heights can be adjusted by means 
of screws 3 having knurled heads 5 which may 
be manipulated in slots which are cut in key I 
and in which said heads are received, a catch 
like action thus being obtained by the pressure 
of springs B. 
On the other hand, set in a rotatably mounted 

lock plate 9 are guiding sleeves 8 in which tum 
blers ‘I are slidably received which are urged by 
springs [3 and are adapted to actuate combina 
tion discs H) which are provided with notches H3 
at various locations of their-peripheries. 
The tumblers ‘I may be connected with said 

discs is by means of racks H integral with said 
tumblers and co-operating with pinions l2 ?xed 
to discs H) (Figs. 1 and 2). 
Such connection could also be attained by links 

6| (Figs. 4 to 6) pivoted both to tumblers ‘I and to 
discs [0, or by any other suitable connecting 
means. , 

It will be appreciated that by shifting the tum 
blers 1 a suitable distance with the aid of pins 
2 whose effective heights are accordingly ad 
justed, it is possible to bring the gates or notches 
l4 i_nto alignment. 
In the example shown in Figs. 1 to 3 a U 

shaped fence i5, mounted for swinging motion 
about the axis it carried in av frame ‘l0 operatively 
connected with plate 9, is enabled, once said align 
ment is obtained, to engage into the notches M in 
response to the action of a spring H. In the 
course of such movement the fence, through the 
medium of a dog 18, becomes operative upon a 
latch l9, biased by a spring .29 and swingable 
about axis it, to disengage said latch from the 
slot in bolt 2! in which it has been engaged 
hitherto, which releases the bolt 2| that hence 
forth can be actuated by any suitable means, e. g. 
(Fig. 3) by the rotation of plate 9 which will 
shift said bolt 2| through the medium of a fork 
24 (which limits the stroke of the bolt) or of the 
spur wheel 62 and the spur ring 63 as in the case 
of the example shown in Fig. 4, or of a pinion 
35 and a rack 36 similarly to the arrangement 
provided in the examples shown in Figs. 5 and 
Seq. 
A push button 22 operable from the outside 

and acting upon a leg 23 (Fig. 1) of latch I9 
allows disengagement of the fence I5 from the 
notches i4 and to latch the look again, e. g. when 
going out,‘ without using the key (since the 
springs I3 will bring back the plungers ‘l to their 
released positions and throw the notches l4 out 
of alignment). ' 

In the modi?cation shown quite diagrammat 
ically in Fig. 4 the fence '5 is stationary while 
the aggregate consisting of plate 9, the guiding 
sleeves 8, the tumblers T and the discs ID (with 
which they are connectedby rod links 5 l ) , which 
as a whole is enclosed in a casing or a simple 
housing 42, can be shifted longitudinally to the 
extent of some millimeters and protracted in the 
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direction shown by the arrow F provided the 
notches H! are aligned and will thus allow the 
fence 15 to engage therewith. Such shifting 
will bring the ‘pinion 62 into engagement with the 
spur ring 63 (or the rack 36 as in the example 
shown in Fig. 5) so that the bolt can be actuated. 
A spring 46 will retract the whole structure to its 
starting position. 
In the improved embodiment shown in Figs. 5 

and 6, which is based upon the above principle, 
the connecting links iii are pivoted at one end 
thereof to a hub 64 (Fig. 6) , instead of directly to 
the (twin-jaw) discs, which are tightly ?tted on 
said hub, the latter allowing adjustment at will 
of the discs 10 angularly for the purpose of 
changing the combination. All the hubs 64 are 
threaded on one and the same shaft 26 rotat 
ably mounted at the ends thereof in casing 1E2. 
The fence I5 which is fixed in the direction of 

movement of the tumblers 7 is carried by the 
rear rotatable drum 32 which forms a pinion 35 
designed torengage with the teeth 36 of a rack 
formed on the bolt 2!. 
The casing 42 itself, which is centrally guided 

in drum 32, has notches 29 and can be shifted 
for a few millimeters while the notches M in the 
discs are engaged by fence [5. 

Interposed between drum 32 and a collar A? 
on shiftable casing 42 is a return coil spring 46 
which permanently tends to shift the casing and 
the parts carried by it clear of fence i5, as shown 
by the arrow F’. Said casing can be arrested in 
either position by means of a latch 61 which will 
be held by collar 41, said latch being operable from 
the outside of said casing by appropriate means 
such as lever 61'. 
By making the casing 42 (for instance during 

night time) immovable in its retracted position 
(clear of the fence l5) , the block becomes inoper 
able even by somebody possessing the right key, 
while following the latching of casing 112 in its po 
sition of engagement on the fence (as shown in 
Fig. 5) it will be possible, with the locked discs, to 
change the “combination” by angularly adjust 
ing the hub 64 with respect to the discs I0, by 
altering the effective heights of the pins 2 of 
the key. If necessary for the purpose of the said 
adjustment, the tumblers '! can be outwardly 
pushed by means of a smaller spindle threaded 
into a hole ‘I’ tapped in each tumbler Tl. During 
such an adjustment the discs in will skid on their 
respective hubs. 
The drum 32 acting as pinion 35 can at all 

times be operated from the inside with the aid of 
a knob 60. 

Finally, a plate keeper 44 formed with a pair 
of slots 5| will preferably be secured in front of 
the lock to retain the key I once the same has 
been inserted for unlocking purposes, said key 
being formed with shoulders 52 in the fashion of 
a bayonet coupling. The key thus will not be 
pushed back (direction F’) by the action of spring 
45 if the user should fail to go on pushing the 
key in the direction F. 
In the improved embodiment shown in Figs. 

'7 to 11 a barrel 9 is provided in which tumblers 
7 are returned to their positions of rest by 
springs l3 accommodated in the hollows of the 
tumblers ‘I which are formed at their sides with 
racks ll (Fig. 9) projecting through a slot 38 
and cut lengthwise of a generatrix of guiding 
sleeves 8 into a recess 3! (Fig. 8) provided in the 
barrel 9. Y 

Each pinion is coupled with a corresponding 
- disc I 0 (freely mounted on the common shaft 26) 
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bya spider 25 - (Fig. 9)v carried’by, the pinion-and 
whose spring arms arepressed against'the disc I 0, 
small projections 28-at- one end of said arms, pro 
jecting into depressions 2‘!- in therdisc (Fig. 8), 
whereby the discs H3; (and the notchesv l4'there-. 
in) can be adjustedangularly as desired.~ 
By suitably rotating-the discs Hi the notches 

l4 therein are-brought into alignment‘with one 
another and with a groove 29 (Fig. 8) provided in , 
barrel 9,- which groove is engageable by atongue 
34. for'thea'ctuation of ~bolt 2-1. 
An additional groove- 29' and an additional 

tongue-34’ are provided (Fig. 8) in order to im-' 
prove the connection. __ _ 

Drumv 3-2 is rotatably-mounted-in the housing 
3870f the lock. and the handle or theiknob neces 
sary for the operation of the look from vwithin a' 
room is secured on a central projection 39 of said 
drum. n 

The bolt 2! and the barrel 9 are housed in the 
lock casing 45. As regards this barrel, the same 
is rigidly connected by a screw 523 (Fig. '7) with 
the casing 42 which in turn is arranged in a 
housing 44 provided at the front side thereof with 
an aperture 45 for the accommodation of the key, 
said aperture being slottedat 5| as already 
pointed out. 
This lock operates similarly to'the one last 

described (Figs. 5 and 8). 
The barrel 9 with its casing 42 can be shifted . 

in the direction of the arrow F (Fig. 8) as a re 
sult of su?icient thrust being exerted thereon 
with the key insertedthrough the aperture 45 
in housing 44 to overcome the resistance of spring 
46. However, such a protraction of the barrel is . 
only possible when the grooves 29, 29’ therein 
register with the tongues 34, 34’ on drum 32 and 
when the notches M in discs in all register with 
groove 29. 

_ By this shifting motion the barrel 9 is rigidly 
coupled with the back drum 32 and any rotation 
of the barrel with result in a rotation of the back 
drum 32 and through it of pinion 35 for actuating 
the bolt 2|. 
The key can only be inserted through the aper 

ture 45 in the housing 44 in the diametrical plane 
through the slots 5!, which plane corresponds 
to the plane of alignment of tumblers ‘I. From 
the very beginning of the rotation the shoulders 
52 on the key engage behind the circular Wall of 
the housing 44, whereby the key I is retained 
from being ejected by the thrust of spring 46. 
The user is thus enabled to operate the key with 
out being compelled to exert any further pressure. 
As soon as the key, after a revolution, is again 

in registry with the slots 51 the key is ejected 
from the opening 45. 
The lock bolt 2| can be actuated at any time 

with the aid of a knob 40 or a handle or another 
equivalent member without the barrel 9 being 
operated, provided that no key pins are inserted 
in the lock. 
With a key inserted in the lock the latter can 

be operated just as easily, except that the key I 
will be pushed out as soon as it comes into align 
ment with the tumblers 7. 
In order to bring about registry between the 

tongues 34, 35’ on the back drum and the grooves 
29, 29’ in the barrel, the back drum 32 is pro 
vided at its periphery with a pair of notches 53 
(Fig. 11) into which a catch 54 (Fig. 10) can enter 
which is carried by a spring strip 55 secured to 
the lock casing Ill. The two .positions of tongues 
34, 313’ which are angularly spaced by 180° from 
each other, are thus marked by the catch 54 
acting as a stop. 
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Ifthebolt 2-! iswto serve both as a. dead bolt and 
a spring bolt,‘ a spring 5t~must thenbe arranged 
in the casing 41.‘ to-act, upon the bevel-headed 
bolt. _ _ . . r _ 

Astop ‘El’ can besecured in the case for limit 
ing thetravel ofjthe spring when the bolt becomes. 
a .dead» bolt. _ p n , 

‘Thelock thus described affords complete safety 
in operation and iswholly pick-proof although its 
adjustmentisan extremely simple one. 
A look designedas described above can beused 

just as well in houses ason automobiles or trunks 
or for- other purposes. ' t can also be- applied 
wherever, movable parts are to be locked. 

It will be readily appreciated. that this inven 
tion admits of manifoldembodiments and that 
alterations can be made in details of ‘the above 
described‘ arrangement . without _ thereby depart 
ing from the spirit of‘ thisinvention. 

1. In ‘a combination lock] operable by means 
of a‘key carrying aplurality of pins of different 
lengths; a lock casing, a bolt guided in said'cas 
ing for movement inv two‘ opposite directions, a 
frame rotatably mounted in said casing about an 
axis at rightangles to the direction of movement 
of said bolt and provided'with a plurality of bores 
in Whichsaid key pins are adapted. to be inserted, 
a springjactuated tumbler in eachof said bores 
,and adapted to be inoved‘against the action of ‘ 
said springv towards the interior of the casing, 
when saidlkey- pins are ‘introduced into saidibores, 
locking discs corresponding to the number of ' 
tumblers and rotatably mounted in said frame, 
each disc being provided with a notch, means con 
necting each of said tumblers with a correspond 
ing disc whereby said discs may be rotated to 
bring the notches thereof in alignment with one 
another upon movement or" said tumblers by said 
key pins into said bores, a fence rotatable about 
said axis at right angles to the direction of move 
ment of the bolt and adapted to be engaged in 
said notches when the same have been brought 
into alignment position upon introduction of said 
pins into said bores, whereby said frame, tum 
blers, locking discs and fence form then a rotata 
ble unit, and cooperating means on said fence and 
on said bolt and adapted to move said bolt when 
said unit is rotated by said key. 

2. In a combination lock operable by means of 
a key carrying a plurality of pins of di?‘erent 
lengths; a lock casing, a bolt guided in said cas 
ing for movement in two opposite directions, a 
frame rotatably mounted in said casing about 
an axis at right angles to the direction of move 
ment of said bolt and provided with a plurality 
of bores in which said key pins are adapted to 
be inserted, said frame being slidably guided in 
said casing in the direction of its axis of rotation, 
spring means adapted to urge said frame towards 
the exterior of said casing, a spring pressed 
tumbler in each of said bores and adapted to be 
moved towards the interior of the casing when 
said key pins are introduced into said bores, par 
allelly disposed locking di‘scs rotatably mounted 
in said frame, each disc being provided with a 
notch on its periphery, means connecting each 
of said tumblers with a corresponding disc and 
adapted to rotate said discs and to bring said 
notches of all the .discs in alignment when said 
tumblers are moved by the key pins upon intro 
duction thereof into said bores, a fence rotatably 
mounted about said axis at right angles to the 
direction of the movement of the bolt and 
adapted to be engaged in said notches when the 
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same have been brought into alignment upon 
introduction of said pins into said bores and 
when said frame has been moved in the direc 
tion of said axis of rotation against the action 
of said spring means, whereby said frame, 
tumblers, locking discs and fence form then'f-a 
rotatable assembly, and means operatively con 
nected with said fence and with said bolt‘-'and 
adapted to cooperate when said frame has been 
moved inwards so as to move said bolt when-said 
assembly is rotated by said key. ' ' 

3. A combination lock according to claim 2, in 
which said frame is provided with at least one 
recess adapted to engage said fence when} said 
frame is moved inwards. > »‘ ' 

4. A combination lock according to claim 2, in 
cluding an operating member provided on ‘the 
exterior of the casing and on the side opposite 
to that of said bores and operatively connected 
with said fence in order to move the bolt iride 
pendently of said frame. '. 

5. A combination lock according to claim 2, in 
cluding a latch member operable from the ex 
terior of said casing and adapted to cooperate 
with said frame in order to maintain said frame 
in any one of its two extreme positions inthe 
direction of said axis of rotation. I 

6. A combination lock according to claim '2, in 
which said casing is provided at a slight distance 
from the bores in said frame with a wall having a 
circular aperture concentric with said axis of 
rotation, and two diametrically opposite notches 
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for the passage of the key provided in the inner 
periphery of said aperture. ‘ 

7. A combination lock according to claim 1, in 
which said means connecting a tumbler with a 
disc comprises a hub on which said disc is adapted 
to be frictionally engaged in different angular 
positions, and a connecting rod pivoted at one 
end to said tumbler and at the other end to said 
hub. 

8. A combination lock according to claim 1, in 
which said means connecting a tumbler with a 
disc comprises a shaft on which said disc is freely 
rotatable, a pinion secured on said shaft, means 
between said pinion and said disc adapted to 
connect said pinion and disc in di?erent angular 
relative positions, and a rack operatively con 
nected with said tumbler and meshing with said 
pinion. ‘ 
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